
Summary of BGA Accident Report Update 4th October 2019 

26 reports of flying accidents had been received since the last update. You will have no doubt heard of the fatal 
accident where the glider tailplane detached during the aerotow ground run. Sadly, there are no more details as 
the AAIB have the investigation in hand. 
 
There was also an “incident” report where the pilot admits to allowing his rigging to be disrupted and his 
insecure tail plane was spotted whilst towing out to the launch point. The 5th mis-rig this year; it seems there 
are still pilots who haven’t got the message! Is there another way to say “Mis-rigging will kill you, Disruption or 
Distraction will kill you"?? 
 
Also received was a report of a canopy detaching on a winch launch. Distracted during his pre-flight checks, the 
pilot failed to lock the canopy, it flew off at 200ft, the pilot’s hat and spectacles also flew off and he was short 
sighted! Released the cable at 400ft and on this occasion Lady Luck was on his side; he landed safely and the 
canopy also “landed”, undamaged, in standing crop! 
 
Another pilot had the courage to send in a report despite “getting away with it!” with the following: 

• Previous solo 4 weeks ago, aware not within the club’s currency requirements. 

• Distracted during aerotow rope attachment failed to lock airbrakes. 

• Right wing touched ground, didn’t release. 

• Several alerts over radio to close airbrakes failed to register. 

• Tug rudder waggle failed to register. 

• Eventually realised, closed the brakes and continued the flight. 

• Apologised to Tug pilot on landing. 
     
The holes in the Swiss cheese didn’t quite line up on this occasion! 
  
Other Incident themes:        
 
1. Tug Upsets 
 
Three tug upsets occurred during a period of only three weeks: 
 

• The first report describes the glider pilot “flinching” after being stung by an insect at 400ft. The tug pilot 
guillotined the rope and both landed safely. 

• The second, the pilot made the climbing turn at release height without first releasing the rope. Again, the 
tug pilot guillotined the rope. 

• The third, a coach failed to take over in time to stop a rapid climb from low to high tow and the heavy glider 
put the light tug into a dive, at 3000ft. 

  
You will have seen the “Tug Upsets” safety leaflet from the BGA, who are rightly concerned at the increasing 
frequency of tug upsets and you may remember from reading these “Updates” that many tugs have recovered 
at “tree top height” and “below 50ft” and “recovered below ridge top height”, each potentially a dead tug pilot!! 
 
The key messages to get across;- 
1) While you’re on tow, the Tug pilot’s life is in your hands!  
2) Keep your hand on the release at all times until the tow is complete. 
3) Maintaining the position of the Tug in, or close to, “The Gun Sight” has absolute priority! 
 
2. Late Take Over by Instructors 
 
There were four reports of Late Take Over by instructors, two of these (in three days) by the same instructor. 
 

• His first was a late roundout and subsequent heavy landing. 



• The second was drift on a winch launch resulting in a cable laid across a public road. Luckily, the cable 
suspended in the tree canopy on this occasion. The holes in the Swiss cheese … strong cross wind, winch 
driver could have chopped earlier … ultimately, the instructor must prevent the drift and the accident. 

• The third report describes cable break practice given at 800ft where the student cramped his circuit. The 
instructor took control at 400ft but instead of manoeuvring to adjust the approach, he maintained the 
student’s full brake and 70knots and failed to prevent the overshoot into a fence. He had allowed the 
student to fly him into a situation he couldn’t handle. What appears to be an early take over (at 400ft?) was 
too late for that instructor in those circumstances.  

• The fourth late take over resulted in no damage, so thanks to this instructor for making the report. He 
describes cable break practice where the student  
1. Made a “poor decision” to land ahead followed by 
2. Poor speed control; 
3. Needed to adjust landing direction for landing space ahead; 
4. The student made a tight low level turn at 55knots, the wing tip touched the ground, luckily bounced up 

…. and then … the instructor took control and had space to land safely, without damage! So lucky! 
 

3. Landing at Own Airfield 
 
Three Motor Gliders and three more gliders have been involved in accidents landing back on their own airfield. 
Two of the Motor Glider pilots could have averted disaster by going around.  

• The first was landing on a slight upslope and was blinded by sun glare. He would have had ample time in the 
circuit to anticipate possible glare and prepare for the go around. Severe damage in the heavy landing. 

• The second pilot had flown only 13 flights in the past 12 months and it was 5 weeks since his last flight. He 
chose to fly in crosswinds of 21, gusting 32 knots. He reports having insufficient speed on the approach for 
the conditions and he froze on the controls in the subsequent ballooned landing instead of going around. 
The final very heavy landing caused very severe damage.  

• The third MG pilot was attempting an engine-off glider circuit and undershot into a potato field. Good to 
keep in practice of course but with lack of his currency, he should probably have taken an instructor along 
for the ride? 10 flights in the last 12 months, last solo 6 months previous and a check ride one month 
previous to the accident flight. The report concludes, “The CFI will now monitor SLMG pilots more closely”.  

• The first glider - another accident caused by confusing the Airbrake and Undercarriage levers ended in 
touching down at 75 knots with no wheel down and no brake out. Severe damage of course in the ensuing 
ground loop. Always: 

✓ Confirm the hand has located the correct lever before operation; 

✓ Check the brake is protruding from the wing when used: 

✓ Maintain accurate speed during the approach. 

Reports show that many of these accidents involve “experienced” pilots! 

• Landing back on the airfield caused difficulty for a re-soloed “infrequent flyer” extending his approach to 
cross a tarmac runway. Having reduced the airbrakes to stretch the glide he had no way to reduce the 
severe impact from the stalled ballooned landing. Most reports indicate that standards of both speed 
control and coordination reduce dramatically when the pilot has to manoeuvre at low level and particularly 
on an approach. This also happens to “experienced pilots” so a worthwhile “engineered” check ride. 

• The third report concerns a 15yr old early solo pilot soaring low in the circuit. He started a low approach to 
the field but hit a tree on the boundary. When a glider hits a tree at flying speed the outcome is in the lap of 
the Gods! 17th potential fatality this year. Luck was on his side and despite severe damage to the glider he 
was uninjured. Solo on his 48th flight he crashed on the 101st flight. Mostly solo in between. His logbook 
shows he is a keen regular solo flyer with one 4 minute check ride 6 weeks prior to the accident and no 
check ride after a 4 week break. 

  



4. Young Pilots 
 
3 Potential Fatalities to younger pilots in a 4 month period! 
 

• Not on the airfield but close by, another 15yr old pilot crashed his glider onto a ridge, sustaining very severe 
injuries and writing off the glider. 16th potential fatality this year. Very few details available as the AAIB are 
involved in this case. 

• You may recall from the last Update that a 15yr old pilot almost spun in before crashing backwards into a 
ditch, recorded as the 13th potential fatality this year. Tighter control on currency and better supervision 
may have helped prevent that accident. 

  
Remember being told “Now you’ll learn to fly” on your early solos? Remember thinking “Oooh! Nobody 
mentioned that!” Phew! Got away with it!”? How would we explain that to a bereaved family member? 
 
At some clubs, young pilots receive check rides and periodic ongoing training/retraining after going solo. It is 
often found that, they quickly accept “near enough will do” with regard particularly to lookout, speed control, 
circuit planning, launch failure procedures and approach control. Perhaps leaving them to learn alone without 
regular guidance from instructors to hone their skills is not the right approach.  
 
5. Older Members 
 
We should also consider the other end of the spectrum of course, the “older member”. 
 

• A 78yr old pilot hadn’t flown for 6 weeks. Murphy’s Law states, “Your next launch will fail!” No details were 
given in the report of the height at which the weak link failed, but a “shorter circuit” followed the recovery. 
A witness describes how the glider “started to slide back then flip and spin”. 18th potential fatality this year. 
The pilot can’t explain why he was slow to recover and will fly with instructors for further training and 
assessment of his flying. He is happy to fly “P2 only” if he fails to meet the required standard. 

    
6. Field Landing Accidents 
 
Late selection was the cause of three of the four latest field landing accidents. 
 

• The first report explains how the pilot made a late selection, followed by poor circuit, approach and speed 
control. The glider came to a sudden stop in a harrowed field causing severe damage. The pilot last practised 
field selection 4 years ago. Encouraged by his CFI he will now practise again with an instructor.  

• The second late selection ended with a ground loop in a sloping field, this time with little damage. Got away 
with it! 

• In the third, some might say the self-sustainer “caused” the late selection when it failed to start! However 
we all know Murphy’s Law states that it will never start when you want it so that shouldn’t be taken as the 
actual cause! The start must be attempted with suitable fields in reach … always! The “big wing” glider had 
to be landed across the slope of the field, inevitably ending in a ground loop and severe damage. 

• The final report describes how, with an amazing lack of currency and never having had any field landing 
practice, the pilot chose to take his advanced glider to another site to fly cross country tasks in an area 
renowned for poor off-field landing opportunities. He had flown only seven flights in the past 12 months. For 
a period of several months in that year he didn’t fly at all. Faced with landing out, on his approach to a 
selected field he rejected it in the last moments for reasons unknown to himself (stress/overload??) and 
landed downwind into a small field nearby. He overshot as would be expected and ground looped the glider 
backwards into a hedge causing severe damage.  

 

Food for thought as usual and we all need to stay vigilant to ensure that none of these misfortunes 
described occur at TVGC. Please absorb, reflect and bear in mind. 
 


